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Abstract. In the context of constructive synthesis of sorting algorithms,
starting from the specification of the problem (input and output condi-
tions), the proof of existence of a sorted tuple is performed inductively
and we design, implement, and experiment with different proof tech-
niques: First we use a back-chaining mechanism similar to a Prolog en-
gine for first order logic, in which meta-variables are used for finding the
existential witnesses. In order to overcome the search space explosion, we
introduce various specific prove-solve methods for the theory of tuples.
For instance, the equivalence relation on tuples “have same elements”
can be treated using a normal form based on multisets - this leads to
a very efficient inference rule for rewriting. When reasoning about sort-
ing, we also have an ordering relation between elements, which extends
to ordering between an element and a tuple, and even between tuples.
Ordering relations create specific problems in Prolog style reasoning, be-
cause of transitivity and reflexivity. We demonstrate that ordering can be
treated very efficiently by decomposing atomic statements into simpler
ones (containing only symbols instead of terms), both for goals (back-
ward reasoning) as well as for assumptions (forward reasoning). This
leads to an interesting combination of backward and forward inferences
which goes beyond and complements Prolog style reasoning. Finally, we
develop a solving mechanism for finding sorted tuples, which performs
the proof more efficiently, by combining relatively simple inference rules
and small searches, with goal directed solving rules.

The methods are implemented in the Theorema system and are able
to produce automatic proofs and algorithm extraction on various algo-
rithms: Insertion Sort, Insertion, Merge Sort, Merge. Besides the special
proof techniques, this work also gives useful hints about finding appro-
priate induction principles for tuples, as well as for the construction of
appropriate collections of properties of tuples which are necessary for
reasoning about sorting.
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1 Introduction

In program synthesis we deal with the problem: starting from a specification
(input and output conditions) of the problem and by applying a method find
an algorithm which satisfies the given specification. The specification has to
describe what the algorithm should do. There are many methods for synthesizing
programs, for an overview of several methods for synthesizing recursive programs
in computational logic see [2].

We experiment with various techniques for proof automation in the theory
of tuples, in the context of constructive synthesis of sorting algorithms. Starting
from the specification of the problem (input and output conditions), the proof
of existence of a sorted tuple is performed inductively. The induction may need
to be repeated (possibly using different schemes) in order to synthesize some
auxiliary functions. This is the “cascading” principle investigated in our previous
work, see [12], in which the output specification remains the same, but the input
specification grows, thus making the proof easier.

We start by synthesizing some sorting algorithms. Sorting is a very important
problem in Computer Science. Starting from sorting algorithms we deal with a
lot of other problems, like e.g. for synthesize the Insertion Sort algorithm we
also need to synthesize the Insertion algorithm, for synthesize the Merge Sort
algorithm we also need to synthesize the Merge algorithm. It is very interest-
ing to develop an algorithm starting from a given specification and by using
some properties from the knowledge base (or by applying some special inference
rule without the need of using propositions) because we also obtain a very nice
proof, we explore a theory (by adding properties in the knowledge base), by ap-
plying different induction principles we obtain different synthesized algorithms.
We want to stay in first order predicate logic, as much as we can, because this
increases the feasibility of proving.

The implementation of the new prover and also the case studies that we
present in this paper are carried out in the frame of the Theorema system, so, by
convention in this paper we will use the notations corresponding to this system.
The Theorema system is implemented in Mathematica, see [16], for more details
concerning the system see [6]. We use this system because it was created to offer
support for theory exploration and the proofs of the propositions and lemmas
are generated in natural style, the proof are exactly like the proofs written on
papers by a mathematician.

The contributions of this paper are: in section II we describe the proof based
synthesis method, in section III we design inference rules for the new prover
implemented by the authors in the Theorema system in Prolog styling and also
some special inference rules for equivalence and inequalities based on the prop-
erties of tuples, prover which is able to automatize all the processes that we
present in section IV. By proving we synthesize and extract from proofs algo-
rithms like: Insertion Sort, Insertion, Merge Sort, Merge. The process of proving
is paralleled with the process of exploring the appropriate theory and all this
case studies are presented in details in section IV.
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2 Proof Based Synthesis

In this section we describe in general the method that we use for algorithm
synthesis.

We start from the specification of the problem (input and output conditions).
Given the Problem Specification:

Input: IF [X]
Output: OF [X,Y ]

find the definition of F such that ∀
X:IF

OF [X,F [X]].

Note that in our formalism we use square brackets as in f [x] for function
application and for predicate application, instead of the usual round parantheses
as in f(x). Also, the quantified formula above is a notation for: (∀X)(IF [X] =⇒
OF [X,F [X]]).

We prove ∀
X:IF
∃
Y
OF [X,Y ], by using an induction principle (the choice of the

proof style and of the induction principle is not automatic). For more details,
please see [12].

2.1 Induction Principles

We consider that the functions for the composition and the decomposition of
tuples come together with the induction principles.

HeadTailInduction:(
P [〈〉]

∧
∀

a,X
(P [X] =⇒ P [a ^ X])

)
=⇒ ∀

X
P [X]

where P [X] : IF [X] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[X,Y ] Let us consider for illustration the head-tail

inductive definition of tuples.
In our notation, 〈〉 represents the empty tuple, a ^ 〈〉 is a tuple having a

single element a, and a ^ X is the tuple having head a and tail X. Complemen-
tary to this inductive definition, we consider that the functions Head and Tail
are in the knowledge base. For a,X the composition of a tuple is a ^ X (“^”
is the binary function that adds an element at the beginning of a tuple) and the
decomposition of the tuple a ^ X is Head[a ^ X] = a and Tail[a ^ X] = X.
Moreover, in order for this induction scheme to be appropriate for our algorithm,
one must have the properties: IF [〈〉], and ∀

a
∀
X
IF [a ^ X] =⇒ IF [X]. (That is: the

input condition must hold for the base case and for the inductive decomposition
of the argument.)

Base case: We prove ∃
Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term

R such that OF [〈〉, R], then we know that F [〈〉] = R.
Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed a and X0 (satisfying IF ), we assume

∃
Y
OF [X0, Y ] and we prove ∃

Y
OF [a ^ X0, Y ]. We Skolemize the assumption by

introducing a new constant Y0 for the existential Y . The existential variable Y
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form the goal becomes a meta-variable Y ∗ which is our witness. If the proof suc-
ceeds to find a witness Y ∗ = T [a,X0, Y0] (term depending on a,X0 and Y0) such
that OF [a ^ X0, T [a,X0, Y0]], then we know that F [a ^ X] = T [a,X, F [X]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed as:

F [X] =

{
R, if X = 〈〉
T [Head[X], Tail[X], F [Tail[X]]], if X 6= 〈〉

By convention in this paper lower-case roman letters stand for an element of
a tuple, upper-case roman letters stand for a tuple symbol and upper-case star
roman letters stand for meta-variables. (e.g. a is an element of a tuple, X is a
tuple, Y ∗ is a metavariable).

HeadTailInduction2:

This induction principle is applied on the tail of the tuple,(
∀
a
P [a, 〈〉]

∧
∀

a,b,X
(P [a,X] =⇒ P [a, b ^ X])

)
=⇒ ∀

a,X
P [a,X]

where P [a,X] : IF [a ^ X] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[a ^ X,Y ]

Base case: We prove ∃
Y
OF [a ^ 〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground

term R such that OF [a ^ 〈〉, R], then we know that F [a, 〈〉] = R.
Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed a, b and X0 (satisfying IF ), we assume

∃
Y
OF [a ^ X0, Y ] and we prove ∃

Y
OF [a ^ (b ^ X0), Y ]. We Skolemize the as-

sumption by introducing a new constant Y0 for the existential Y . The existential
variable Y form the goal becomes a meta-variable Y ∗ which is our witness. If
the proof succeeds to find a witness Y ∗ = T [a, b,X0, Y0] (term depending on
a, b,X0 and Y0) such that OF [a ^ (b ^ X0), T [a, b,X0, Y0]], then we know that
F [a, b ^ X] = T [a, b,X, F [a,X]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed as:

F [a,X] =

{
R, if X = 〈〉
T [a, b,X, F [a,X]], if X 6= 〈〉

where a = Head[a ^ X], X = Tail[a ^ X],
b = Head[b ^ X].

DivideAndConquerInduction:

The induction principle that corresponds to the “divide–and–conquer” algorithm
design scheme. (

P [〈〉]
∧
∀
a
(P [a ^ 〈〉])

∧
∀

A,B
((P [A]

∧
P [B]) =⇒ P [A � B])

)
=⇒ ∀

A,B
P [A � B]
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where P [A] : IF [A] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[A, Y ],

P [B] : IF [B] =⇒ ∃
Y
O[B, Y ],

P [A � B] : (IF [A] ∧ IF [B]) =⇒ ∃
Y
O[A � B, Y ]

We assume that this comes together with two functions LP: LeftPart and RP:
RightPart which split a tuple into two disjoint tuples. Of course there can be
many such functions, but the choice is not important for the synthesis process.
(Of course it may be important for the efficiency in certain environments.) The
composition of a tuple is handle by the binary function “�” which concatenates
two tuples.

Base case1: We prove ∃
Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term

R1 such that OF [〈〉, R1], then we know that F [〈〉] = R1.

Base case2: We prove ∃
Y
OF [a ^ 〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground

term R2 such that OF [a ^ 〈〉, R2], then we know that F [a ^ 〈〉] = R2.

Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed A0, B0 (satisfying IF ), we assume
∃
Y
OF [A0, Y ] and ∃

Y
OF [B0, Y ] and we prove ∃

Y
OF [A0 � B0, Y ]. We Skolemize the

assumptions by introducing two new constants Y1 and Y2 for the two existential
Y . The existential variable Y form the goal becomes a meta-variable Y ∗ which is
our witness. If the proof succeeds to find a witness Y ∗ = T [A0, B0, Y1, Y2] (term
depending on A0, B0 and Y1, Y2) such that OF [A0 � B0, T [A0, B0, Y1, Y2]], then
we know that F [A � B] = T [A,B, F [A], F [B]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed as:

F [X] =

R1, if X = 〈〉
R2, if X = a ^ 〈〉
T [A,B, F [A], F [B]], if X 6= 〈〉, X 6= (a ^ 〈〉)

Ind2Vars:

The head–tail induction principle for two variables:(
P [〈〉, 〈〉]

∧
∀

a,X
(P [X, 〈〉] =⇒ P [a ^ X, 〈〉])

∧
∀
b,Y

(P [〈〉, Y ] =⇒ P [〈〉, b ^ Y ])
∧

∀
a,b,X,Y

(P [X,Y ] =⇒ P [a ^ X, b ^ Y ])
)

=⇒ ∀
X,Y

P [X,Y ]

We know that X � 〈〉 = X and 〈〉 � X = X, so P [X, 〈〉] : IF [X] =⇒
∃
Z
O[X,Z],

P [〈〉, Y ] : IF [Y ] =⇒ ∃
Z
O[Y, Z],

P [X,Y ] : IF [X � Y ] =⇒ ∃
Z
O[X � Y,Z]

Base case1: We prove ∃
Z
OF [〈〉, Z]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term

R1 such that OF [〈〉, R1], then we know that F [〈〉, 〈〉] = R1.
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Base case2: We prove ∃
Z
OF [X,Z]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term

R2 such that OF [X,R2], then we know that F [X, 〈〉] = R2.
Base case3: We prove ∃

Z
OF [Y,Z]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term

R3 such that OF [Y,R3], then we know that F [〈〉, Y ] = R3.
Induction step: For arbitrary but fixed X0, Y0 (satisfying IF ), we assume

∃
Z
OF [X0, Z] and ∃

Z
OF [Y0, Z] and we prove ∃

Z
OF [(a ^ X0) � (b ^ Y0), Z]. We

Skolemize the assumptions by introducing two new constants Z1 and Z2 for the
two existential Z. The existential variable Z form the goal becomes a meta-
variable Z∗ which is our witness. If the proof succeeds to find a witness Z∗ =
T [X0, Y0, Z1, Z2] (term depending on X0, Y0 and Z1, Z2) such that OF [(a ^
X0) � (b ^ Y0), T [X0, Y0, Z1, Z2]], then we know that F [a ^ X, b ^ Y ] =
T [X,Y, F [X], F [Y ]].

Algorithm extraction: Finally the algorithm is expressed as:

F [X,Y ] =


R1, if X = 〈〉, Y = 〈〉
R2, if X 6= 〈〉, Y = 〈〉
R3, if X = 〈〉, Y 6= 〈〉
T [X,Y, F [X], F [Y ]], if X 6= 〈〉, Y 6= 〈〉

IndSpecial:

Because at the induction step that we had in the “Ind2Vars” before fails we
introduce a special induction in order to solve the problem.

We consider that (a ^ X) � Y and X � (b ^ Y ) are smaller than (a ^
X) � (b ^ Y ) and we use the induction principle:

∀
a,b,X,Y

(
P [a ^ X,Y ]

∧
P [X, b ^ Y ]

)
=⇒ ∀

a,b,X,Y
P [a ^ X, b ^ Y ]

where

P [a ^ X,Y ] : IF [(a ^ X) � Y ] =⇒ ∃
Z
O[(a ^ X) � Y,Z],

P [X, b ^ Y ] : IF [X � (b ^ Y )] =⇒ ∃
Z
O[X � (b ^ Y ), Z],

For arbitrary but fixed a, b,X0, Y0 (satisfying IF ), we assume ∃
Z
OF [(a ^

X0) � Y0, Z] and ∃
Z
OF [X0 � (b ^ Y0), Z] and we prove ∃

Z
OF [(a ^ X0) �

(b ^ Y0), Z]. We Skolemize the assumptions by introducing two new constants
Z3 and Z4 for the two existential Z. The existential variable Z form the goal
becomes a meta-variable Z∗ which is our witness. If the proof succeeds to find a
witness Z∗ = T [a, b,X0, Y0, Z3, Z4] (term depending on a, b,X0, Y0 and Z3, Z4)
such that OF [(a ^ X0) � (b ^ Y0), T [a, b,X0, Y0, Z3, Z4]], then we know that
F [a ^ X, b ^ Y ] = T [a, b,X, Y, F [a ^ X,Y ], F [X, b ^ Y ]].

All the induction principles presented here are in second order logic, but by
instantiation they become first order.
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3 Reasoning–The New Prover

In this chapter we describe the implementation of our prover in the Theorema
system, namely some inference rules in two ways: first is Prolog styling and
second we introduce some special inference rules; functions and options for the
user.

We consider the problem specification a formula of the form ∀
X
∃
Y

(goal1 ∧
goal2). Of course goal2 can be a conjunction of formulae or can miss.

For proving this formula one have to apply certain inference rules.
All the induction principles presented in chapter II are implemented as in-

ference rules.

3.1 Prolog styling

In this approach the prover will try to do matching on the first conjunct of the
goal. For e.g. in order to prove the conjunction of two formulae containing the
same metavariable Goal1[Y ∗] ∧Goal2[Y ∗], first it tries to find the witness term
T for Goal1[Y ∗] and then try to prove Goal2[T ] (a backtracking mechanism is
necessary here).

The major rules implemented in Prolog styling have alternatives: one alter-
native is to do matching, obtain a new goal and try to prove it, if this alternative
does not succeed, then the prover tries the other alternative with the goal un-
changed. If one alternative is proved, then the prover will not try the other
alternative. So, in this way the proof is a tree with many branches.

Matching and unification: If both, the assumptions contains variables and
the goal contains variables or metavariables, then unification takes place. Oth-
erwise it is matching.

– Matching unique goal with assumption, here we have many situations:
• when the goal is ground (no variables, no metavariables) and the as-

sumption is ground;
• when the goal contains variables (or metavariables) and the assumption

is ground, then we obtain a substitution;
• when the goal is ground and the assumption contains variables, then we

obtain a substitution;
– Matching conjunctive goal with assumption, here we have many situations:
• when the goal is ground (no variables, no metavariables) and the assump-

tion is ground, when we do matching on one conjunct of the ground goal
with ground assumption, we eliminate the conjunct of the goal;

• when the goal contains variables (or metavariables) and the assumption
is ground, after matching the first conjunct of the goal with assumption
we obtain a substitution and it is sufficient to prove the rest of the goal
under substitution;

• when the goal is ground and the assumption contains variables, similar
with the case before;
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– Examples of matching unique/conjunctive goal with assumption, universal
assumption, universal assumed implication;
E.g. if the assumption is (FormLHS =⇒ FormRHS) and the goal is Goal
(the assumption can be quantified and the goal can contain metavariables)
it first tries to do matching of Goal with FormRHS of the assumed impli-
cation and if the matching is done, then it is sufficient to prove FormLHS.
If after matching we obtain a substitution, then the new goal is to prove
FormLHS(under the substitution). Or if the assumption is (FormLHS =⇒
FormRHS) and the goal is Goal1 ∧ Goal2 (the assumption can be quan-
tified and the goal can contain metavariables) it first tries to do matching
on Goal1 with FormRHS of the assumed implication and if the matching
is done we obtain a substitution, then it is sufficient to prove FormLHS ∧
Goal2(under the substitution)
FormLHS can be a conjunction of formulae.

– Unify unique/conjunctive goal with universal assumption, universal assumed
implication; Here it is called the unification algorithm which if the unification
is done then it finds substitutions for variables, meta-variables. Variables are
substituted with priority, for e.g. if the goal (which contains metavariables)
is S[a∗ ^ (b0 ^ C0)], where a∗ is a metavariable, b0, C0 are constants
and ∀

a,b,X
((S[b ^ X] ∧ a ≤ b) =⇒ S[a ^ (b ^ X)]) is the assumption,

by matching we obtain the substitutions {a → a∗, b → b0, X → C0}. So
variables are substituted with priority because if a variable is substituted
with a metavariable, then the next step is to find a correct substitution for
our new witness (the metavariable).

– In some cases we need to transform variables into metavariables. For e.g. if
the goal is (a0CY ∗)∧Goal2[Y ∗] and the assumption is ∀

a,A
(aCF [a,A]) then

by unification of the first conjunct of the goal with universal assumption
we find substitutions {a → a0, Y

∗ → F [a0, A
∗]} The variable A also needs

to be instantiated and by unification we do not find any value for it, so it
is transformed into metavariable, it becomes our witness and we need to
find a substitution for it. For transforming variables into metavariables we
implement a function which is called when needed.

3.2 Special inference rules

In some cases the inference rules presented above are not sufficient in order to
obtain a correct term for our witness. So, we add inferences like:

Rewrite goal (or a part of the goal) using assumption LHS ≈ RHS
“≈” stands for having the same elements.

This rule (with alternatives) is necessary because in some cases if we do not
rewrite the goal using assumption of this form, then the prover will not find the
correct witness. The constraint for this rule in order to be applied is that the set
of symbols from the LHS of the assumption to be a subset of the set of symbols
from our goal.
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The mechanism is like this: determine the set of simple and tuple symbols
from the goal, determine the set of simple and tuple symbols from the assumption
(LHS and RHS), check if the set of simple symbols of LHS is included into
the set of simple symbols of goal and if the set of tuple symbols of LHS is
included into the set of tuple symbols of goal, if yes, then subtract the set of
simple symbols and tuple symbols of the assumption LHS from the set of simple
symbols and tuple symbols of the goal and rewrite the goal by using the set of
symbols (the result of subtraction) and the set of symbols of RHS. For e.g. the
assumption is: a ^ A ≈ B and the goal is: a ^ (b ^ (A � C)) ≈ Z; for the left
hand side of the assumption we have the set of simple symbols: {a}, the set of
tuple symbols: {A}, for the right hand side of the assumption the set of simple
symbols is: {}, the set of tuple symbols is: {B}, for the goal the set of simple
symbols is: {a, b}, the set of tuple symbols is: {A,C}, check if the sets of simple
and tuple symbols of the left hand side of the assumption are included into the
sets of simple and tuple symbols of the goal, in our case {a} is included into {a, b}
and {A} is included into {A,C}, then subtract and the result of subtraction is
the set of simple symbols {b} and the set of tuple symbols {C} and form a tuple
expression using {b}, {C} and the sets of symbols from the right hand side of
the assumption {} and {B}. So our new goal it will be b ^ (B � C) ≈ Z. We
need both the set of simple and tuple symbols because when we create a tuple
expression we have, for e.g. if {a} and {C} then the resulted tuple expression is
a ^ C, if we have {C} and {D} then the resulted tuple expression is C � D.

If we have a conjunctive metavariable goal, for e.g. the goal is b ^ (a ^
A) ≈ Z∗ ∧ IsSorted[Z∗] and we rewrite the first conjunct of the goal using an
assumption a ^ A ≈ B then the new goal it will be IsSorted[b ^ B]. Here it
makes two steps, first it rewrites the first conjunct of the goal and finds a witness
and second it replaces the new term into the second conjunct of the goal and
tries to prove the new goal. This rule eliminates the need of using the proposition
“reflexivity”.

Rewrite special ground goal (or a part of the goal) of the form goal1 -
goal2 We use the notations “≤” and “-” to denote the relations between an
element and other element or an element with a tuple expression (e.g. a ≤ b
means that the element a is less than the element b, a - A means that the
element a is smaller than all the elements from the tuple A).

Here we have two rules (we do not need to test goal1 to see if it is a tuple
expression or an element because situations like this in our cases appear only
with goal1 to be an element.)

– In the first case we have a rule with alternatives where we test if goal2 is a
single tuple (goal2 is a symbol), then it searches into the assumption to see if
the tuple matches a ground assumed formula like formLHS ≈ formRHS
and rewrite the goal (or a part of the goal) using this; for e.g. if the goal is
a - Y1 and the assumption is b ^ Y0 ≈ Y1, then the new goal is a - b ^ Y0;
for our cases it is enough to test if goal2 is symbol in order to know if goal2
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is a tuple symbol because if it is a simple symbol, then it does not appear
in the relation “-”, only in the relation “≤”

In order to avoid searching and a proof tree with many branches we add
some special inference rules for equivalence, inequalities based on the properties
of tuples. So, if we apply the following inference rules, in some cases, there is no
need to use definition, proposition from the knowledge base. Everything will be
handled by the prover. We will show in the next section some concrete examples.

– In the second case we test if goal2 is an expression (goal2 it is not a symbol),
then it splits the goal, for e.g. if goal2 is a tuple expression of the from
a ^ (A � B), then the new goal is goal1 - B ∧ goal1 - A ∧ goal1 ≤ a;

Transform special ground goal (or a part of the goal) of the form
goal11 ≤ goal12 ∧ goal11 - goal2 If we have a goal of this form and in the
assumptions we have goal12 - goal2, then we transform our goal into proving
goal11 ≤ goal12; For this rule we apply the reversed transitivity: ∀

a,b,X
(b -

X ∧ a ≤ b =⇒ a - X). For e.g. if the goal is a - Y4 ∧ a - Y3 ∧ a ≤ b and the
assumption is b - Y4 by applying this rule it is more efficient than the other rules
in Prolog style because we do matching on the right hand side of the implication
(reversed transitivity), but we also look in the goal to see if we find something
that is identical with something from the left hand side of the implication. And,
of course, the efficiency is that we do not use property, the rule is implemented
in the prover.

Transform ground assumptions When in the assumption we have an expres-
sion of the form IsSorted[expr], if expr is a tuple expression and not a symbol,
then we transform the formula into atomic formulae (e.g. if the assumption is
IsSorted[a ^ A0], then the formula is transformed into IsSorted[A0] ∧ a - A0

Transform ground goal When the goal is a ground expression of the form
IsSorted[expr], if expr is a tuple expression and not a symbol, then we transform
the formula into atomic formulae (e.g. if the goal is IsSorted[a ^ A0], then it is
transformed into IsSorted[A0] ∧ a - A0

The purpose of transformation and rewriting is to simplify the formulae that
occur into the proof until we have only atomic formulae without loosing infor-
mation, so we need to take care about the saturation of the formulae obtained
as assumptions and as goals. And after we obtain the saturated sets of formulae
it is more easy to see what formulae occur in the assumption and eliminate them
from the goals.

3.3 The proof strategy

We also need to define a special order and some constraints of the inference rules.
We obtain this order by testing some case studies and by analyzing the proof
tree.
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The proof proceed in the following way: (at a certain moment we can have
two ways of proving)

First we try to rewrite goal using definitions (if possible), then we try to elim-
inate quantifiers. For eliminating the universal quantifier, namely for a universal
quantifier in the goal we apply (one of the) induction principle(s). The Theo-
rema system provides some options for proving, so the user can choose which
induction principle wants to use.

An existential quantifier in the assumption is replaced by a skolem constant
and for an existential quantifier in the goal we introduce a metavariable, that
becomes our witness which has to be solved and this witness contains the solution
for that branch. Of course, during the proof we will have many witnesses, for
example for the induction base we have a witness, for the induction step we have
another witness, and so one. At each step when the prover finds a substitution
for the witness it is generated an alternative proof branch (if the substitution for
the witness is not correct, then the proof fails on that branch). In fact, almost of
the inference rules have proof alternatives, if the proof fails on one branch then
it continues the proof on the other alternative and if one branch is proved, then
the prover does not try the other alternative.

Proof1: Continue in Prolog styling

Next, the prover tries to rewrite the new goal by using ground assumptions,
for e.g. on the induction step it tries to rewrite using induction hypothesis.

Then it tries to find the correct substitution for the witness by matching
or by unification. First it tries to do matching with assumptions, then with
universal assumptions and then with universal assumed implications. Of course
this depends of the form of the goal. If the goal contains metavariables and the
assumption is also quantified, then unification is applied.

If we have a conjunctive goal with the same metavariable, Goal1[Y ∗] ∧
Goal2[Y ∗] then we have two alternatives: one alternative is that first it tries
to find the witness term T for the first conjunct of the goal and then prove
Goal2[T ], and if this alternative fails, then it goes on the other alternative where
it tries to find the witness term T for the second conjunct of the goal and then
prove Goal1[T ].

If the witness is solved and we obtain a ground goal then the prover will apply
rules like: if conjunctive goal, then the goal is split and try to prove separately
each goal by matching, if conjunctive goal and the first conjunct of the goal is
the same with the second conjunct of the goal, then eliminate the first and other
simple inference rules that we omit to present.

Finally, when the proof is done (proved), we call the function that extracts
the algorithm from the branches proved and we obtain the algorithm.

Proof2: Apply special inference rules

The prover rewrites ground assumptions. Next it tries to rewrite the new
goal by using ground assumptions, find a term for the witness and continue the
proof by replacing the term into the rest of the goal. Try to transform ground
goal and if the proof succeeds extract the algorithm from proof.
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The options mechanism: The user can influence the behavior of the prover
by setting options. Namely, for each induction principle we have an option that
is implicit set to False, which means that the inference rule that contains the
induction principle it is not used by the prover. So, the user is free to choose
which induction principle wants to use in the proof. For example:

– the HeadTailInduction option if set to True, then the prover will apply the
inference rule corresponding to the Head-Tail induction principle;

– the HeadTailInduction2 option if set to True, then the prover will apply
the inference rule corresponding to the Head-Tail induction principle that is
applied on the tail of the tuple;

– the DivideAndConquerInduction option if set to True, then the prover will
apply the inference rule corresponding to the Divide and Conquer induction
principle;

– the Ind2Vars option if set to True, then the prover will apply the inference
rule corresponding to the Head-Tail induction principle on two variables;

– the IndSpecial option if set to True, then the prover will apply the inference
rule corresponding to the induction principle on two variables (the one that
we use for case 4 in synthesizing the Merge function)

3.4 Algorithm extraction from the proof

The algorithm is extracted from the proved branches of the induction principle
that we use.

After the proof is done we have a proof tree with many branches failed or
proved or pending. On each proved branch we obtained also a term for the
witness. We eliminate the failed and pending branches and from the proved
branches we extract the algorithm.

4 Automated Synthesis of Some Algorithms on Tuples

In this section we describe in details the automatic proofs, synthesis and algo-
rithms extraction from proofs by using the prover described in chapter III.

By convention in this paper the definitions and propositions are written in
the frame of the Theorema system.

The Problem of Sorting

The Problem Specification is

IF[X] : True

OF[X,Y ] :

{
X ≈ Y

IsSorted[Y ]

and we have to prove:
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Proposition
[
“Problem of Sorting”,

∀
X
∃
Y

(X ≈ Y ∧ IsSorted[Y ])
]

It is sufficient to prove the proposition “Problem of Sorting” because we do
not take into consideration the type of the objects. We consider that all the
objects are tuples and the fact that we do not check the type of the objects does
not influence our proof.

Common Knowledge Base

Definition
[
“≈”, any[a,X, Y ],

〈〉 ≈ 〈〉
((a ^ X) ≈ Y ) =⇒ ((a / Y ) ∧X ≈ dfo[a, Y ])

]
Definition

[
“/”, any[a, b,X],

a 6 〈〉
a / a ^ X

(a 6= b) =⇒ ((a / b ^ X)⇐⇒ (a / X))

]
We use the special symbol “/” to denote that an element occurs into a tuple

and it is different from “belongs to” because a tuple can belong to a bigger tuple,
but in our context is different, we want to denote that only an element can occur
into a tuple.

Definition
[
“dfo”, any[a, b,X],

dfo[a, 〈〉] = 〈〉
dfo[a, a ^ X] = X

(a 6= b) =⇒ (dfo[a, b ^ X] = b ^ dfo[a,X])

]
The definition “dfo” stands for “delete first occurrence” of an element from

a tuple.

Definition
[
“IsSorted”, any[a, b,X],

IsSorted[〈〉]
IsSorted[a ^ 〈〉]

(IsSorted[b ^ X] ∧ (a ≤ b)) =⇒ IsSorted[a ^ (b ^ X)]

]
The definition “IsSorted” defines a sorted tuple.

Definition
[
“concatenation”, any[a,X, Y ],

〈〉 � X = X
X � 〈〉 = X

(a ^ X) � Y = (a ^ (X � Y ))

]
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The function “concatenation” can concatenate only two tuples, not an ele-
ment with a tuple and it is used specially for rewriting expressions (normalization
of the expressions).

Proposition[“reflexivity”, any[X], X ≈ X]

The problem specification and the properties above are essentially the same
as in [3] only that we do not use sequence variables.

Next, we present the case studies in the Theorema system:



Loading the files of the prover MYProverTM

Needs@"Theorema`"D

SetGlobals@TraceLevelö0D;

SetGlobals@FormatMetasØ "Subscripted"D

Get@"Theorema`Provers`MYProverTM`Header`English "̀D

Get@"Theorema`Provers`MYProverTM`Prover "̀D
C:\Documents and Settings\ISABELA\Application Data\Mathematica\

Applications\TheoremaPrivate\Theorema\Provers\MYProverTM\Prover.m

Get@"Theorema`Provers`UserProvers`MYProverTM "̀D
C:\Documents and Settings\ISABELA\Application Data\Mathematica\

Applications\TheoremaPrivate\Theorema\Provers\UserProvers\MYProverTM.m

4.1 First Case Study - Synthesis of Insertion-Sort Algorithm

4.1.1 Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"dfo1", any@a, S, MD,
HHa 0ML fl S º dfo@a, MDLïHHa\SL ºMLD

PropositionB"IsElem in Insertion", any@a, AD,

"
a,A

Ha 0 Insertion@a, ADLF

Proposition@"The same elements in Insertion", any@a, V, TD,
HHV º TLïHV º dfo@a, Insertion@a, TDDLLD

Proposition@"Sorting using Insertion", any@a, BD,
IsSorted@BDïIsSorted@Insertion@a, BDDD

Proposition@"P2", any@a, X, YD,
HX º YLïHa\X º Insertion@a, YDLD

PropositionB"problem of Sorting",

"
X
$
Y
HX º Y fl IsSorted@YDLF

PropositionB"problem of Sorting reverse goal",

"
X
$
Y
HIsSorted@YD flX º YLF
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4.1.2 Options for MYProverTM

We use this command in order to see what are the prover's options.

Options@MYProverTMD
8RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ False, IndHeadTail1Ø False,

IndHeadTail2Ø False, IndDivAndConq Ø False, Ind2Vars Ø False, IndSpecialØ False,

IndDifferentØ False, TransfGGoal1Ø False, TransfGGoal2Ø False,

TransfGAssumpØ False, RevTransØ False, SplitSpecialGoalØ False<

? IndHeadTail1

Option of MSFW,

if set to True the prover will use the Head-Tail induction principle for synthesize the desired Algorithm.

?? TransfGGoal1

Option of MSFW, if set to True the prover will rewrite

a ground goal of the form IsSorted@a\Hb\BLD into IsSorted@BD, bƒB, a§b

4.1.3 Proving the problem of Sorting and Extract the algorithm

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting"D, byØMYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø

XDefinition@"º"D, Definition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"dfo1"D, Proposition@"IsElem in Insertion"D,
Proposition@"The same elements in Insertion"D, Proposition@"Sorting using Insertion"D\,

ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail1Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

82.063 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion-Sort1.

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTailInduction", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@X\D= X\
F@a \ XD= Insertion@a, F@XDD

The simplified version (the proved branches) of the proof is obtained by:

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting"D, byØMYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø

XDefinition@"º"D, Definition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"dfo1"D, Proposition@"IsElem in Insertion"D,
Proposition@"The same elements in Insertion"D, Proposition@"Sorting using Insertion"D\,

TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail1Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.687 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion-Sort1-simplified.
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Proving the reversed goal:

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting reverse goal"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 25, usingØ

XProposition@"Sorting using Insertion"D, Proposition@"P2"D, Definition@"º"D, Definition@"IsSorted"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail1Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

82.406 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion-Sort2.

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTailInduction", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@X\D= X\
F@a \ XD= Insertion@a, F@XDD

The simplified version (the proved branches) of the proof is obtained by:

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting reverse goal"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 25, usingØ

XProposition@"Sorting using Insertion"D, Proposition@"P2"D, Definition@"IsSorted"D, Definition@"º"D\,
TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail1Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.984 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion-Sort2-simplified.

For this case study it is sufficient to apply the Prolog styling  in order for the proofs to succeed

and to find the correct witness terms.
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HX ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (º): 1) X\ ≈ X\,

(Definition (º): 2) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ≈ Y ⇒ a 0 Y fl X ≈ dfo@a, YDL,

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (dfo1)) ∀
a,S,M

Ha 0 M fl S ≈ dfo@a, MD ⇒ a \ S ≈ ML,

(Proposition (IsElem in Insertion)) ∀
a,A

Ha 0 Insertion@a, ADL,

(Proposition (The same elements in Insertion)) ∀
a,V,T

HV ≈ T ⇒ V ≈ dfo@a, Insertion@a, TDDL,

(Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) ∀
a,B

HIsSorted@BD ⇒ IsSorted@Insertion@a, BDDL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

Since the formula (Definition (º): 1) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Definition (º): 1) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(5) IsSorted@X\D .

Formula (5) is true because it is identical to (Definition (IsSorted): 1).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (1).

Proof-Insertion-Sort1
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2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) X10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and find witness such that: 

(4) a20 \ X10 ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 2) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (4), by (Definition (IsSorted): 2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) a20 \ X10 ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

 Because the goal  (6) matches the assumption (2) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (6) using (2) it suffices to prove: 

(7) a20 \ Y40 ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Since the formula (Proposition (dfo1)) matches the goal (7) (substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø Y40, M Ø a0
* \ X\<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (dfo1)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø Y40, M Ø a0
* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) a20 0 a0
∗ \ X\ fl Y40 ≈ dfo@a20, a0

∗ \ X\D .

Goal (8) with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Proposition (dfo1)) matches the goal (6) (substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø X10, M Ø a0
* \ X\<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Proof-Insertion-Sort1
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Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (6), by (Proposition (dfo1)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø X10, M Ø a0
* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(11) a20 0 a0
∗ \ X\ fl X10 ≈ dfo@a20, a0

∗ \ X\D .

Goal (11) with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Proposition (dfo1)) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø X10, M Ø Y30
*<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (4), by (Proposition (dfo1)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø X10, M Ø Y30
*<, it is sufficient to prove:

(14) a20 0 Y30
∗ Ï X10 ≈ dfo@a20, Y30

∗D Ï IsSorted@Y30
∗D .

Since the formula (Proposition (IsElem in Insertion)) matches the goal (14) (substitution 

8a Ø a20, Y30
*
Ø Insertion@a20, A0

*D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (14), by (Proposition (IsElem in Insertion)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, Y30
*
Ø Insertion@a20, A0

*D<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(15) X10 ≈ dfo@a20, Insertion@a20, A0
∗DD fl IsSorted@Insertion@a20, A0

∗DD .

Since the formula (Proposition (The same elements in Insertion)) matches the goal (15) (substitution 

8V Ø X10, a Ø a20, T Ø A0
*<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (15), by (Proposition (The same elements in Insertion)) using substitution 8V Ø X10, a Ø a20, T Ø A0
*<, it 

is sufficient to prove:

(16) X10 ≈ A0
∗ fl IsSorted@Insertion@a20, A0

∗DD .

Since the formula (2) matches the goal (16) (substitution 8A0
* Ø Y40<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (16), by (2) using substitution 8A0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

Proof-Insertion-Sort1
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(17) IsSorted@Insertion@a20, Y40DD .

Since the formula (Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) matches the goal (17) (substitution 8aØ a20, BØ Y40<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (17), by (Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, BØ Y40<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(18) IsSorted@Y40D .

Formula (18) is true because it is identical to (3).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (17).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (16).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (15).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (14).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (4).

á

Proof-Insertion-Sort1
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HX ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (º): 1) X\ ≈ X\,

(Definition (º): 2) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ≈ Y ⇒ a 0 Y fl X ≈ dfo@a, YDL,

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (dfo1)) ∀
a,S,M

Ha 0 M fl S ≈ dfo@a, MD ⇒ a \ S ≈ ML,

(Proposition (IsElem in Insertion)) ∀
a,A

Ha 0 Insertion@a, ADL,

(Proposition (The same elements in Insertion)) ∀
a,V,T

HV ≈ T ⇒ V ≈ dfo@a, Insertion@a, TDDL,

(Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) ∀
a,B

HIsSorted@BD ⇒ IsSorted@Insertion@a, BDDL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

In order to prove (1), by (Definition (º): 1) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(5) IsSorted@X\D .

Formula (5) is true because it is identical to (Definition (IsSorted): 1).

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) X10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and find witness such that: 

Proof-Insertion-Sort1-simplified
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(4) a20 \ X10 ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D

In order to prove (4), by (Proposition (dfo1)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, S Ø X10, M Ø Y30
*<, it is sufficient to prove:

(14) a20 0 Y30
∗ Ï X10 ≈ dfo@a20, Y30

∗D Ï IsSorted@Y30
∗D .

In order to prove (14), by (Proposition (IsElem in Insertion)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, Y30
*
Ø Insertion@a20, A0

*D<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(15) X10 ≈ dfo@a20, Insertion@a20, A0
∗DD fl IsSorted@Insertion@a20, A0

∗DD .

In order to prove (15), by (Proposition (The same elements in Insertion)) using substitution 8V Ø X10, a Ø a20, T Ø A0
*<, it 

is sufficient to prove:

(16) X10 ≈ A0
∗ fl IsSorted@Insertion@a20, A0

∗DD .

In order to prove (16), by (2) using substitution 8A0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(17) IsSorted@Insertion@a20, Y40DD .

In order to prove (17), by (Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, BØ Y40<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(18) IsSorted@Y40D .

Formula (18) is true because it is identical to (3).

á

Proof-Insertion-Sort1-simplified
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting reverse goal)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HIsSorted@YD fl X ≈ YL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) ∀
a,B

HIsSorted@BD ⇒ IsSorted@Insertion@a, BDDL,

(Proposition (P2)) ∀
a,X,Y

HX ≈ Y ⇒ a \ X ≈ Insertion@a, YDL,

(Definition (º): 1) X\ ≈ X\,

(Definition (º): 2) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ≈ Y ⇒ a 0 Y fl X ≈ dfo@a, YDL,

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting reverse goal)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï X\ ≈ Y30

∗ .

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 1) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Definition (IsSorted): 1) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(5) X\ ≈ X\ .

Formula (5) is true because it is identical to (Definition (º): 1).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (1).

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

Proof-Insertion-Sort2
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(3) X10 ≈ Y40,

 and find witness such that: 

(4) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï a20 \ X10 ≈ Y30

∗

Since the formula (2) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø Y40<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (4), by (2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) a20 \ X10 ≈ Y40 .

 Because the goal  (6) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (6) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(7) a20 \ Y40 ≈ Y40 .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 1) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (4), by (Definition (IsSorted): 1) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) a20 \ X10 ≈ X\ .

 Because the goal  (8) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (8) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(9) a20 \ Y40 ≈ X\ .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Proof-Insertion-Sort2
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Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 2) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (4), by (Definition (IsSorted): 2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) a20 \ X10 ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

 Because the goal  (10) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (10) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(11) a20 \ Y40 ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) matches the goal (4) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø Insertion@a0

* , B0
*D<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (4), by (Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø Insertion@a0

* , B0
*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(12) IsSorted@B0
∗D fl a20 \ X10 ≈ Insertion@a0

∗, B0
∗D .

Since the formula (2) matches the goal (12) (substitution 8B0
* Ø Y40<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (12), by (2) using substitution 8B0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(13) a20 \ X10 ≈ Insertion@a0
∗, Y40D .

Proof-Insertion-Sort2
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 Because the goal  (13) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (13) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(14) a20 \ Y40 ≈ Insertion@a0
∗, Y40D .

Since the formula (Proposition (P2)) matches the goal (14) (substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø Y40, a0
* Ø a20, Y Ø Y40<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (14), by (Proposition (P2)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø Y40, a0
* Ø a20, Y Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(15) Y40 ≈ Y40 .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Proposition (P2)) matches the goal (13) (substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø X10, a0
* Ø a20, Y Ø Y40<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (13), by (Proposition (P2)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø X10, a0
* Ø a20, Y Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(16) X10 ≈ Y40 .

Formula (16) is true because it is identical to (3).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (13).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (12).

Proof-Insertion-Sort2
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Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (4).

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting reverse goal)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HIsSorted@YD fl X ≈ YL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) ∀
a,B

HIsSorted@BD ⇒ IsSorted@Insertion@a, BDDL,

(Proposition (P2)) ∀
a,X,Y

HX ≈ Y ⇒ a \ X ≈ Insertion@a, YDL,

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Definition (º): 1) X\ ≈ X\,

(Definition (º): 2) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ≈ Y ⇒ a 0 Y fl X ≈ dfo@a, YDL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting reverse goal)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï X\ ≈ Y30

∗ .

In order to prove (1), by (Definition (IsSorted): 1) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(5) X\ ≈ X\ .

Formula (5) is true because it is identical to (Definition (º): 1).

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

(3) X10 ≈ Y40,

 and find witness such that: 

(4) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï a20 \ X10 ≈ Y30

∗

In order to prove (4), by (Proposition (Sorting using Insertion)) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø Insertion@a0

* , B0
*D<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

Proof-Insertion-Sort2-simplified
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(12) IsSorted@B0
∗D fl a20 \ X10 ≈ Insertion@a0

∗, B0
∗D .

In order to prove (12), by (2) using substitution 8B0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(13) a20 \ X10 ≈ Insertion@a0
∗, Y40D .

In order to prove (13), by (Proposition (P2)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø X10, a0
* Ø a20, Y Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(16) X10 ≈ Y40 .

Formula (16) is true because it is identical to (3).

á

Proof-Insertion-Sort2-simplified
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4.2 Second Case Study - Synthesis of Insertion Algorithm

4.2.1 Knowledge Base 

Proposition@"ƒ sorting", any@a, ZD,
HIsSorted@ZD fl Ha ƒ ZLLïIsSorted@a\ZDD

Proposition@"sorting \", any@a, b, XD,
HIsSorted@a\XD fl b § aLïHb ƒ a\XLD

PropositionB"reduced Problem-Insertion",

"
a,T

IsSorted@TD

$
Y
HHHa\TL º YL fl IsSorted@YDLF

PropositionB"reduced Problem-Insertion reversed goal",

"
a,T

IsSorted@TD

$
Y
HIsSorted@YD fl HHa\TL º YLLF

4.2.2 Proving the problem of Sorting and Extract the algorithm

Case1: a£b

Prolog styling

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem-Insertion"D, byØMYProverTM,

SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail2Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.344 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion1.

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTailInduction2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a, X\D= Ha\ X\L
F@a, b \ Tail@XDD= Ha\ Hb\Tail@XDLL if a § b

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem-Insertion"D, byØMYProverTM,

SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail2Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.313 Second, proved<
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Please see Proof-Insertion1-simplified.

Apply special inference rules

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem-Insertion"D, byØMYProverTM,

SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail2Ø True, TransfGGoal1Ø True, TransfGGoal2Ø True,

TransfGAssumpØ True, RevTransØ True, SplitSpecialGoalØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.344 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion2.

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTailInduction2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a, X\D= Ha\ X\L
F@a, b \ Tail@XDD= Ha\ Hb\Tail@XDLL if a § b

Proving the reversed goal:

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem-Insertion reversed goal"D, byØMYProverTM,

SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<, ProverOptions Ø
8IndHeadTail2Ø True, TransfGGoal1Ø True, TransfGAssumpØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.922 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion3.

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTailInduction2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a, X\D= Ha\ X\L
F@a, b \ Tail@XDD= Ha\ Hb\Tail@XDLL if a § b

Case2: b£a

Prolog styling

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem-Insertion"D, byØMYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 70, using Ø

XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D, Proposition@"ƒ sorting"D, Proposition@"sorting \"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True, IndHeadTail2Ø True<D êê Last êê Timing

In this case the Prolog styling is not enough in order to find the correct witness,  so, we prove

by applying special inference rules.
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Apply special inference rules

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem-Insertion"D, byØMYProverTM,

SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndHeadTail2Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True,

TransfGGoal1Ø True, TransfGGoal2Ø True, TransfGAssumpØ True,

RevTransØ True, SplitSpecialGoalØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.516 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Insertion4.

AlgorithmFromProof@"HeadTailInduction2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a, X\D= Ha\ X\L
F@a, b \ Tail@XDD= Hb\F@a, Tail@XDDL if b § a
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) ∀
a

T

IsSorted@TD

∃
Y

Ha \ T ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) by Induction on T . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) IsSorted@a20 \ X\D .

Goal (6) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Definition (IsSorted): 2) so we are done.

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (1).

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) a20 \ T10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

Proof-Insertion1
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(4) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D,

 and find witness such that: 

(5) a20 \ Hb20 \ T10L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (5) (substitution 

8DØ a20 \ Hb20 \T10L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ Hb20 \T10L<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (5), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ Hb20 \T10L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ Hb20 \T10L<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(7) IsSorted@a20 \ Hb20 \ T10LD .

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 3) matches the goal (7) (substitution 8a Ø a20, b Ø b20, X Ø T10<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (7), by (Definition (IsSorted): 3) using substitution 8a Ø a20, b Ø b20, X Ø T10<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D fl a20 ≤ b20 .

The first conjunct of (8) is identical with our assumption (4) so our new goal is: 

(9) a20 ≤ b20 .

 When we reach a goal like (9) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (7).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (5).

á

Proof-Insertion1
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) ∀
a

T

IsSorted@TD

∃
Y

Ha \ T ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) by Induction on T . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) IsSorted@a20 \ X\D .

Goal (6) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Definition (IsSorted): 2) so we are done.

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) a20 \ T10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

(4) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D,

 and find witness such that: 

(5) a20 \ Hb20 \ T10L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

In order to prove (5), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ Hb20 \T10L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ Hb20 \T10L<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

Proof-Insertion1-simplified
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(7) IsSorted@a20 \ Hb20 \ T10LD .

In order to prove (7), by (Definition (IsSorted): 3) using substitution 8a Ø a20, b Ø b20, X Ø T10<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D fl a20 ≤ b20 .

The first conjunct of (8) is identical with our assumption (4) so our new goal is: 

(9) a20 ≤ b20 .

 When we reach a goal like (9) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

á

Proof-Insertion1-simplified
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) ∀
a

T

IsSorted@TD

∃
Y

Ha \ T ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) by Induction on T . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) IsSorted@a20 \ X\D .

Goal (6) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Definition (IsSorted): 2) so we are done.

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (1).

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) a20 \ T10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

Proof-Insertion2
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(4) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D,

 and find witness such that: 

(5) a20 \ Hb20 \ T10L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

We transform the assumption (4) into: 

(7) b20 É T10 and 

(8) IsSorted@T10D . 

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (5) (substitution 

8DØ a20 \ Hb20 \T10L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ Hb20 \T10L<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (5), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ Hb20 \T10L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ Hb20 \T10L<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(9) IsSorted@a20 \ Hb20 \ T10LD .

We transform our goal (9) into proving individualy: 

(10) IsSorted@T10D .

Formula (10) is true because it is identical to (8).

(11) b20 É T10 .

Formula (11) is true because it is identical to (7).

(12) a20 ≤ b20 .

 When we reach a goal like (12) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (5).

á

Proof-Insertion2
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion reversed goal)) ∀
a

T

IsSorted@TD

∃
Y

HIsSorted@YD fl a \ T ≈ YL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion reversed goal)) by Induction on T . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30

∗ .

In order to prove (1), by (Definition (IsSorted): 2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(7) a20 \ X\ ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Matching (7) with (Proposition (reflexivity)) we can find the witness 8DØ a20 \ X\, a0
* Ø a20< and we are done. 

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

(3) a20 \ T10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(4) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D,

 and find witness such that: 

(5) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï a20 \ Hb20 \ T10L ≈ Y30

∗ . 

We transform the assumption (4) into: 

(8) b20 É T10 and 

Proof-Insertion3
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(9) IsSorted@T10D . 

In order to prove (5), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ Hb20 \T10L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ Hb20 \T10L<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(14) IsSorted@a20 \Hb20 \ T10LD .

We transform our goal (14) into proving individualy: 

(15) IsSorted@T10D .

Formula (15) is true because it is identical to (9).

(16) b20 É T10 .

Formula (16) is true because it is identical to (8).

(17) a20 ≤ b20 .

 When we reach a goal like (17) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

á

Proof-Insertion3
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) ∀
a

T

IsSorted@TD

∃
Y

Ha \ T ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem-Insertion)) by Induction on T . 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(6) IsSorted@a20 \ X\D .

Goal (6) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Definition (IsSorted): 2) so we are done.

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (1).

2. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) a20 \ T10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

Proof-Insertion4
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(4) IsSorted@b20 \ T10D,

 and find witness such that: 

(5) a20 \ Hb20 \ T10L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

We transform the assumption (4) into: 

(7) b20 É T10 and 

(8) IsSorted@T10D . 

 Because the goal  (5) matches the assumption (2) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (5) by (2) using the witness 8Y30
*
Ø b20 \Y40< it suffices to prove: 

(9) IsSorted@b20 \ Y40D .

We transform our goal (9) into proving individualy: 

(10) IsSorted@Y40D .

Formula (10) is true because it is identical to (3).

(11) b20 É Y40 .

 Because the goal  (11) matches the assumption (2) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (11) using (2) it suffices to prove: 

(12) b20 É a20 \ T10 .

We split our goal (12) into:  

(13) b20 É T10 fl b20 ≤ a20 . 

The first conjunct of (13) is identical with our assumption (7) so our new goal is: 

(14) b20 ≤ a20 .

 When we reach a goal like (14) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

Alternative proof 2: pending

Proof-Insertion4
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Pending proof of (11).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (5).

á

Proof-Insertion4
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4.3 Third Case Study - Synthesis of Merge-Sort Algorithm

4.3.1 Knowledge Base 

DefinitionB"Merge", any@a, b, X, YD,

M@X\, X\D = X\
M@a\X, X\D = a\X

M@X\, b\YD = b\Y

M@a\X, b\YD = Ì: a\M@X, b\YDìa § b

b\M@a\X, YDìotherwise
>
F

Proposition@"Concat equiv Merge", any@A, B, V, TD,
HA º V flB º TLïHHA ^ BL º Merge@V, TDLD

Proposition@"Merge 1", any@V, TD,
HIsSorted@VD fl IsSorted@TDLïIsSorted@Merge@V, TDDD

PropositionB"problem of Sorting",

"
X
$
Y
HX º Y fl IsSorted@YDLF

PropositionB"problem of Sorting reversed goal",

"
X
$
Y
HIsSorted@YD flX º YLF

4.3.2 Proving the problem of Sorting and Extract the algorithm

Prolog styling

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting"D, byØMYProverTM,

SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"Concat equiv Merge"D,
Proposition@"reflexivity"D, Proposition@"Merge 1"D\, ProverOptions Ø

8IndDivAndConq Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

82.515 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-Sort1.

AlgorithmFromProof@"DivideAndConquerInduction", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@X\D=X\
F@a\ X\D= Ha\ X\L
F@A ^ BD=Merge@F@AD, F@BDD
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In order to obtain the simplified version of the proof:

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting"D,
byØMYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 25, using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D,

Proposition@"Concat equiv Merge"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D, Proposition@"Merge 1"D\,
TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<, ProverOptions Ø
8IndDivAndConq Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.938 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-Sort1-simplified.

The proof for the reversed goal:

Prove@Proposition@"problem of Sorting reversed goal"D,
byØMYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 35, using Ø XProposition@"Merge 1"D,

Proposition@"Concat equiv Merge"D, Definition@"IsSorted"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
TransformByØ ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branchesØ Proved<, ProverOptions Ø
8IndDivAndConq Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

832.281 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-Sort2-simplified.

AlgorithmFromProof@"DivideAndConquerInduction", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@X\D=X\
F@a\ X\D= Ha\ X\L
F@A ^ BD=Merge@F@AD, F@BDD
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HX ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) ∀
A,B,V,T

HA ≈ V fl B ≈ T ⇒ HA ^ BL ≈ Merge@V, TDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL,

(Proposition (Merge 1)) ∀
V,T

HIsSorted@VD fl IsSorted@TD ⇒ IsSorted@Merge@V, TDDL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to find witness such that:  

(1) X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (1) (substitution 8DØ X\, Y30
*
Ø X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ X\, Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) IsSorted@X\D .

Formula (8) is true because it is identical to (Definition (IsSorted): 1).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (1).

2. Induction Base: We have to find witness such that: 

(2) a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (2) (substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Proof-Merge-Sort1
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Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (2), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(9) IsSorted@a20 \ X\D .

Goal (9) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Definition (IsSorted): 2) so we are done.

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (2).

3. Induction Step: We assume 

(3) A10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(4) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

(5) B10 ≈ Y50,

 and 

(6) IsSorted@Y50D,

 and find witness such that: 

(7) HA10 ^ B10L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (7) (substitution 8DØ A10 ^ B10, Y30
*
Ø A10 ^ B10<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ A10 ^ B10, Y30
*
Ø A10 ^ B10<, it is sufficient to 

prove:

(10) IsSorted@A10 ^ B10D .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 2) matches the goal (7) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Proof-Merge-Sort1
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Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (7), by (Definition (IsSorted): 2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(11) HA10 ^ B10L ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

 Because the goal  (11) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (11) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(12) HY40 ^ B10L ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

 Because the goal  (12) matches the assumption (5) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (12) using (5) it suffices to prove: 

(13) HY40 ^ Y50L ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

 Because the goal  (11) matches the assumption (5) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (11) using (5) it suffices to prove: 

(14) HA10 ^ Y50L ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

 Because the goal  (14) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

 In order to prove  (14) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(15) HY40 ^ Y50L ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!
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Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: proved

Since the formula (Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) matches the goal (7) (substitution 

8AØ A10, BØ B10, Y30
*
Ø Merge@V0

*, T0
*D<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) using substitution 8AØ A10, BØ B10, Y30
*
Ø Merge@V0

*, T0
*D<, 

it is sufficient to prove:

(16) A10 ≈ V0
∗ fl B10 ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@Merge@V0
∗, T0

∗DD .

Since the formula (3) matches the goal (16) (substitution 8V0
* Ø Y40<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (16), by (3) using substitution 8V0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(17) B10 ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@Merge@Y40, T0

∗DD .

Since the formula (5) matches the goal (17) (substitution 8T0
* Ø Y50<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (17), by (5) using substitution 8T0
* Ø Y50<, it is sufficient to prove:

(18) IsSorted@Merge@Y40, Y50DD .

Since the formula (Proposition (Merge 1)) matches the goal (18) (substitution 8V Ø Y40, T Ø Y50<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (18), by (Proposition (Merge 1)) using substitution 8V Ø Y40, T Ø Y50<, it is sufficient to prove:

(19) IsSorted@Y40D fl IsSorted@Y50D .

The first conjunct of (19) is identical with our assumption (4) so our new goal is: 

(20) IsSorted@Y50D .

Proof-Merge-Sort1
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Formula (20) is true because it is identical to (6).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (18).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (17).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (16).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (7).

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HX ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) ∀
A,B,V,T

HA ≈ V fl B ≈ T ⇒ HA ^ BL ≈ Merge@V, TDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL,

(Proposition (Merge 1)) ∀
V,T

HIsSorted@VD fl IsSorted@TD ⇒ IsSorted@Merge@V, TDDL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to find witness such that:  

(1) X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

In order to prove (1), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ X\, Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) IsSorted@X\D .

Formula (8) is true because it is identical to (Definition (IsSorted): 1).

2. Induction Base: We have to find witness such that: 

(2) a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

In order to prove (2), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \ X\, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(9) IsSorted@a20 \ X\D .

Goal (9) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Definition (IsSorted): 2) so we are done.

3. Induction Step: We assume 

(3) A10 ≈ Y40,

 and 
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(4) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 

(5) B10 ≈ Y50,

 and 

(6) IsSorted@Y50D,

 and find witness such that: 

(7) HA10 ^ B10L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) using substitution 8AØ A10, BØ B10, Y30
*
Ø Merge@V0

*, T0
*D<, 

it is sufficient to prove:

(16) A10 ≈ V0
∗ fl B10 ≈ T0

∗ fl IsSorted@Merge@V0
∗, T0

∗DD .

In order to prove (16), by (3) using substitution 8V0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(17) B10 ≈ T0
∗ fl IsSorted@Merge@Y40, T0

∗DD .

In order to prove (17), by (5) using substitution 8T0
* Ø Y50<, it is sufficient to prove:

(18) IsSorted@Merge@Y40, Y50DD .

In order to prove (18), by (Proposition (Merge 1)) using substitution 8V Ø Y40, T Ø Y50<, it is sufficient to prove:

(19) IsSorted@Y40D fl IsSorted@Y50D .

The first conjunct of (19) is identical with our assumption (4) so our new goal is: 

(20) IsSorted@Y50D .

Formula (20) is true because it is identical to (6).

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (problem of Sorting reversed goal)) ∀
X

∃
Y

HIsSorted@YD fl X ≈ YL,

under the assumptions:

(Proposition (Merge 1)) ∀
V,T

HIsSorted@VD fl IsSorted@TD ⇒ IsSorted@Merge@V, TDDL,

(Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) ∀
A,B,V,T

HA ≈ V fl B ≈ T ⇒ HA ^ BL ≈ Merge@V, TDL,

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (problem of Sorting reversed goal)) by Induction on X . 

1. Induction Base: We have to find witness such that:  

(1) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï X\ ≈ Y30

∗ .

In order to prove (1), by (Definition (IsSorted): 1) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(8) X\ ≈ X\ .

Goal (8) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (reflexivity)) so we are done.

2. Induction Base: We have to find witness such that: 

(2) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï a20 \ X\ ≈ Y30

∗ .

In order to prove (2), by (Definition (IsSorted): 2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) a20 \ X\ ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Matching (10) with (Proposition (reflexivity)) we can find the witness 8DØ a20 \ X\, a0
* Ø a20< and we are done. 

3. Induction Step: We assume 

(3) IsSorted@Y40D,

 and 
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(4) A10 ≈ Y40,

 and 

(5) IsSorted@Y50D,

 and 

(6) B10 ≈ Y50,

 and find witness such that: 

(7) IsSorted@Y30
∗D Ï HA10 ^ B10L ≈ Y30

∗

In order to prove (7), by (Proposition (Merge 1)) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø Merge@V0

*, T0
*D<, it is sufficient to prove:

(32) IsSorted@V0
∗D fl IsSorted@T0

∗D fl HA10 ^ B10L ≈ Merge@V0
∗, T0

∗D .

In order to prove (32), by (3) using substitution 8V0
* Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(33) IsSorted@T0
∗D fl HA10 ^ B10L ≈ Merge@Y40, T0

∗D .

In order to prove (33), by (5) using substitution 8T0
* Ø Y50<, it is sufficient to prove:

(58) HA10 ^ B10L ≈ Merge@Y40, Y50D .

 In order to prove  (58) using (4) it suffices to prove: 

(59) HY40 ^ B10L ≈ Merge@Y40, Y50D .

 In order to prove  (59) using (6) it suffices to prove: 

(60) HY40 ^ Y50L ≈ Merge@Y40, Y50D .

In order to prove (60), by (Proposition (Concat equiv Merge)) using substitution 8AØ Y40, BØ Y50, V Ø Y40, T Ø Y50<, it 

is sufficient to prove:

(61) Y40 ≈ Y40 fl Y50 ≈ Y50 .

In order to prove (61), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(62) Y50 ≈ Y50 .

Goal (62) is proved because is an instance of universal assumption (Proposition (reflexivity)) so we are done.

á
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4.4 Fourth Case Study - Synthesis of Merge Algorithm

4.4.1 Reduced Problem1

PropositionB"reduced Problem1",

"
Y1,Y2

IsSorted@Y1D,IsSorted@Y2D

$
Y
HHHY1 ^ Y2L º YL fl IsSorted@YDLF

Proving the reduced problem and Extract the algorithm

Prolog styling

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem1"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 40,

using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Definition@"concatenation"D, Proposition@"reflexivity"D\,
ProverOptions Ø 8Ind2Vars Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

81.062 Second, failed<

Please see Proof-Merge-ReducedPb1-3cases.

The  proof  works  for  the  first  3  base  cases,  but  at  the  induction  step  the  proof  fails.  So,  we

reduce our problem into:

4.4.2 Reduced Problem2

PropositionB"reduced Problem2",

"
a,b,Y1,Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D,IsSorted@b\Y2D

$
Z
HHHHa\Y1L ^ Hb\Y2LL º ZL fl IsSorted@ZDLF

Knowledge Base

Proposition@"ineq of sort", any@a, AD,
IsSorted@a\ADïHa ƒ ALD

Proposition@"ƒ sorting", any@a, ZD,
HIsSorted@ZD fl Ha ƒ ZLLïIsSorted@a\ZDD

Proposition@"the smallest element4", any@a, X, YD,
Ha ƒ Y fl a ƒ XLïHa ƒ HX ^ YLLD

Proposition@"the smallest element2", any@a, X, YD,
Ha ƒ X fl a ƒ YLïHa ƒ HX ^ YLLD
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Proposition@"§", any@a, b, XD,
HIsSorted@b\XD fl Ha § bLLïHa ƒ Hb\XLLD

Proposition@"§2", any@a, b, XD,
HHb ƒ XL fl Hb § aLLïHb ƒ Ha\XLLD

Proposition@"ƒ fl §", any@a, b, XD,
HIsSorted@b\ Ha\XLD fl Hb § aLLïHb ƒ XLD

Proving the reduced problem and Extract the algorithm

Case1: a£b

Prolog styling

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem2"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 50,

using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Definition@"concatenation"D, Proposition@"ƒ sorting"D,
Proposition@"the smallest element2"D, Proposition@"§"D, Proposition@"ineq of sort"D\,

ProverOptions Ø 8IndSpecial Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

82.078 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case1-1.

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndRedPb2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a\Y1,b\Y2D= Ha\F@Y1, b\Y2DL if a § b

In order to obtain the simplified version of the proof:

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem2"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 50,

using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Definition@"concatenation"D, Proposition@"ƒ sorting"D,
Proposition@"the smallest element2"D, Proposition@"§"D, Proposition@"ineq of sort"D\,

TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndSpecial Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

82.016 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case1-1-simplified.

Apply special inference rules

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem2"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 40,

ProverOptions Ø 8IndSpecial Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True,

TransfGGoal1Ø True, TransfGGoal2Ø True, TransfGAssumpØ True,

RevTransØ True, SplitSpecialGoalØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.422 Second, proved<
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Please see Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case1-2.

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndRedPb2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a\Y1,b\Y2D= Ha\F@Y1, b\Y2DL if a § b

Case2: b£a

Prolog styling

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem2"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 50,

using Ø XDefinition@"IsSorted"D, Definition@"concatenation"D, Proposition@"the smallest element4"D,
Proposition@"§2"D, Proposition@"ineq of sort"D, Proposition@"ƒ fl §"D, Proposition@"ƒ sorting"D\,

TransformBy-> ProofSimplifier, TransformerOptionsØ 8branches -> Proved<,
ProverOptions Ø 8IndSpecial Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

864.187 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case2-1-simplified.

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndRedPb2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a\Y1,b\Y2D= Hb\F@a\Y1, Y2DL if b § a

Apply special inference rules

Prove@Proposition@"reduced Problem2"D, byØ MYProverTM, SearchDepthØ 40,

ProverOptions Ø 8IndSpecial Ø True, RewriteConjGoalUsingAssumptionØ True,

TransfGGoal1Ø True, TransfGGoal2Ø True, TransfGAssumpØ True,

RevTransØ True, SplitSpecialGoalØ True<D êê Last êê Timing

80.422 Second, proved<

Please see Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case2-2.

AlgorithmFromProof@"IndRedPb2", $TmaProofObjectD
The extracted algorithm from the proof is:

F@a\Y1,b\Y2D= Hb\F@a\Y1, Y2DL if b § a
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem1)) ∀
Y1

Y2

IsSorted@Y1D

IsSorted@Y2D

∃
Y

HHY1 ^ Y2L ≈ Y fl IsSorted@YDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Definition (concatenation): 1) ∀
X

HX\ ^ X := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 2) ∀
X

HX ^ X\ := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 3) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ^ Y := a \HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (reflexivity)) ∀
D

HD ≈ DL.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem1)) by Induction on 8Y1, Y2<. 

1. Induction Base: We have to prove 

(1) HX\ ^ X\L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

We rewrite the formula (1) using  (Definition (concatenation): 1) and we obtain a new goal: 

(15) X\ ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (15) (substitution 8D Ø X\, Y30
*
Ø X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (15), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ X\, Y30
*
Ø X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(16) IsSorted@X\D .

Formula (16) is true because it is identical to (Definition (IsSorted): 1).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (15).

Proof-Merge-ReducedPb1-3cases
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2. Induction Base: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@Y120D,

(3) IsSorted@Y220D,

(4) IsSorted@a20 \ Y120D,

 and prove 

(5) Ha20 \ Y120 ^ X\L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

We rewrite the formula (5) using  (Definition (concatenation): 2) and we obtain a new goal: 

(17) a20 \ Y120 ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (17) (substitution 8D Ø a20 \Y120, Y30
*
Ø a20 \Y120<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (17), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ a20 \Y120, Y30
*
Ø a20 \Y120<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(18) IsSorted@a20 \Y120D .

Formula (18) is true because it is identical to (4).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (17).

3. Induction Base: We assume 

(6) IsSorted@Y120D,

(7) IsSorted@Y220D,

(8) IsSorted@b20 \ Y220D,

 and prove 

(9) HX\ ^ b20 \ Y220L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D .

We rewrite the formula (9) using  (Definition (concatenation): 1) and we obtain a new goal: 

(19) b20 \ Y220 ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

Proof-Merge-ReducedPb1-3cases
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Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (19) (substitution 8D Ø b20 \Y220, Y30
*
Ø b20 \Y220<) we try 

two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (19), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 8DØ b20 \Y220, Y30
*
Ø b20 \Y220<, it is sufficient 

to prove:

(20) IsSorted@b20 \Y220D .

Formula (20) is true because it is identical to (8).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (19).

4. Induction Step: We assume 

(10) IsSorted@Y120D,

(11) IsSorted@Y220D,

(12) IsSorted@a20 \Y120D,

(13) IsSorted@b20 \Y220D,

 and find witness such that: 

(14) Ha20 \Y120 ^ b20 \ Y220L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D

We rewrite the formula (14) using  (Definition (concatenation): 3) and we obtain a new goal: 

(21) a20 \ HY120 ^ b20 \ Y220L ≈ Y30
∗ Ï IsSorted@Y30

∗D . 

Since the formula (Proposition (reflexivity)) matches the goal (21) (substitution 

8DØ a20 \ HY120 ^ b20 \Y220L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ HY120 ^ b20 \Y220L<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (21), by (Proposition (reflexivity)) using substitution 

8DØ a20 \ HY120 ^ b20 \Y220L, Y30
*
Ø a20 \ HY120 ^ b20 \Y220L<, it is sufficient to prove:

(22) IsSorted@a20 \HY120 ^ b20 \ Y220LD .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Proof-Merge-ReducedPb1-3cases
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Alternative proof 2: failed

Since the formula (Definition (IsSorted): 2) matches the goal (21) (substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: failed

In order to prove (21), by (Definition (IsSorted): 2) using substitution 8Y30
*
Ø a0

* \ X\<, it is sufficient to prove:

(23) a20 \ HY120 ^ b20 \ Y220L ≈ a0
∗ \ X\ .

Goal with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

Alternative proof 2: failed

Goal (21) with metavars did not match! Failed!!!!

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem2)) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

HHa \ Y1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Definition (concatenation): 1) ∀
X

HX\ ^ X := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 2) ∀
X

HX ^ X\ := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 3) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ^ Y := a \HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (ƒ sorting)) ∀
a,Z

HIsSorted@ZD fl a É Z ⇒ IsSorted@a \ ZDL,

(Proposition (the smallest element2)) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha É X fl a É Y ⇒ a É HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (§)) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ a É b \ XL,

(Proposition (ineq of sort)) ∀
a,A

HIsSorted@a \ AD ⇒ a É AL.

We rewrite the formula (Proposition (reduced Problem2)) using  (Definition (concatenation): 3) and we obtain a new goal: 

(1) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

Ha \ HY1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL . 

We prove (1) by Induction on 8Y1, Y2<. 

1. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@a20 \ Y30D,

(3) HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z20,

Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case1-1
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(4) IsSorted@Z20D,

(5) IsSorted@b20 \ Y40D,

(6) a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L ≈ Z30,

(7) IsSorted@Z30D,

 and find witness such that: 

(8) a20 \ HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z10
∗ Ï IsSorted@Z10

∗D .

 Because the goal  (8) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (8) by (3) using the witness 8Z10
*
Ø a20 \Z20< it suffices to prove: 

(9) IsSorted@a20 \ Z20D .

Since the formula (Proposition (ƒ sorting)) matches the goal (9) (substitution 8a Ø a20, Z Ø Z20<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (9), by (Proposition (ƒ sorting)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, Z Ø Z20<, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) IsSorted@Z20D fl a20 É Z20 .

The first conjunct of (10) is identical with our assumption (4) so our new goal is: 

(11) a20 É Z20 .

 Because the goal  (11) matches the assumption (3) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (11) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(12) a20 É HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L .

Since the formula (Proposition (the smallest element2)) matches the goal (12) (substitution 

8a Ø a20, X Ø Y30, Y Ø b20 \Y40<) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (12), by (Proposition (the smallest element2)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø Y30, Y Ø b20 \Y40<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case1-1
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(13) a20 É Y30 fl a20 É b20 \ Y40 .

Since the formula (Proposition (ineq of sort)) matches the goal (13) (substitution 8a Ø a20, AØ Y30<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (13), by (Proposition (ineq of sort)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, AØ Y30<, it is sufficient to prove:

(14) IsSorted@a20 \Y30D fl a20 É b20 \ Y40 .

The first conjunct of (14) is identical with our assumption (2) so our new goal is: 

(15) a20 É b20 \ Y40 .

Since the formula (Proposition (§)) matches the goal (15) (substitution 8a Ø a20, b Ø b20, X Ø Y40<) we try two 

alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

In order to prove (15), by (Proposition (§)) using substitution 8aØ a20, b Ø b20, X Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(16) IsSorted@b20 \Y40D fl a20 ≤ b20 .

The first conjunct of (16) is identical with our assumption (5) so our new goal is: 

(17) a20 ≤ b20 .

 When we reach a goal like (17) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (15).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (13).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (12).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Proof-Merge-RedPb2-case1-1
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Pending proof of (11).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (9).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (8).

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem2)) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

HHa \ Y1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Definition (concatenation): 1) ∀
X

HX\ ^ X := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 2) ∀
X

HX ^ X\ := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 3) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ^ Y := a \HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (ƒ sorting)) ∀
a,Z

HIsSorted@ZD fl a É Z ⇒ IsSorted@a \ ZDL,

(Proposition (the smallest element2)) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha É X fl a É Y ⇒ a É HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (§)) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ a É b \ XL,

(Proposition (ineq of sort)) ∀
a,A

HIsSorted@a \ AD ⇒ a É AL.

We rewrite the formula (Proposition (reduced Problem2)) using  (Definition (concatenation): 3) and we obtain a new goal: 

(1) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

Ha \ HY1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL . 

We prove (1) by Induction on 8Y1, Y2<. 

1. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@a20 \ Y30D,

(3) HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z20,

(4) IsSorted@Z20D,
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(5) IsSorted@b20 \ Y40D,

(6) a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L ≈ Z30,

(7) IsSorted@Z30D,

 and find witness such that: 

(8) a20 \ HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z10
∗ Ï IsSorted@Z10

∗D .

 In order to prove  (8) by (3) using the witness 8Z10
*
Ø a20 \Z20< it suffices to prove: 

(9) IsSorted@a20 \ Z20D .

In order to prove (9), by (Proposition (ƒ sorting)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, Z Ø Z20<, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) IsSorted@Z20D fl a20 É Z20 .

The first conjunct of (10) is identical with our assumption (4) so our new goal is: 

(11) a20 É Z20 .

 In order to prove  (11) using (3) it suffices to prove: 

(12) a20 É HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L .

In order to prove (12), by (Proposition (the smallest element2)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, X Ø Y30, Y Ø b20 \Y40<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(13) a20 É Y30 fl a20 É b20 \ Y40 .

In order to prove (13), by (Proposition (ineq of sort)) using substitution 8a Ø a20, AØ Y30<, it is sufficient to prove:

(14) IsSorted@a20 \Y30D fl a20 É b20 \ Y40 .

The first conjunct of (14) is identical with our assumption (2) so our new goal is: 

(15) a20 É b20 \ Y40 .

In order to prove (15), by (Proposition (§)) using substitution 8aØ a20, b Ø b20, X Ø Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(16) IsSorted@b20 \Y40D fl a20 ≤ b20 .

The first conjunct of (16) is identical with our assumption (5) so our new goal is: 

(17) a20 ≤ b20 .

 When we reach a goal like (17) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem2)) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

HHa \ Y1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL,

with no assumptions.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem2)) by Induction on 8Y1, Y2<. 

1. Induction Step: We assume 

(1) IsSorted@a20 \ Y30D,

(2) HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z20,

(3) IsSorted@Z20D,

(4) IsSorted@b20 \ Y40D,

(5) a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L ≈ Z30,

(6) IsSorted@Z30D,

 and find witness such that: 

(7) Ha20 \ Y30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z1
0

∗ Ï IsSorted@Z1
0

∗D .

We transform the assumption (1) into: 

(8) a20 É Y30 and 

(9) IsSorted@Y30D . 

We transform the assumption (4) into: 

(10) b20 É Y40 and 

(11) IsSorted@Y40D . 

 Because the goal  (7) matches the assumption (2) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (7) by (2) using the witness 8Z10
*
Ø a20 \Z20< it suffices to prove: 
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(12) IsSorted@a20 \Z20D .

We transform our goal (12) into proving individualy: 

(13) IsSorted@Z20D .

Formula (13) is true because it is identical to (3).

(14) a20 É Z20 .

 Because the goal  (14) matches the assumption (2) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (14) using (2) it suffices to prove: 

(15) a20 É HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L .

We split our goal (15) into:  

(16) a20 É Y30 fl a20 É Y40 fl a20 ≤ b20 . 

The first conjunct of (16) is identical with our assumption (8) so our new goal is: 

(17) a20 É Y40 fl a20 ≤ b20 .

In order to prove our special goal (17) by using the assumption (10) and by applying the reversed transitivity it is sufficient 

to prove: 

(18) a20 ≤ b20 . 

 When we reach a goal like (18) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (14).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (7).

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem2)) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

HHa \ Y1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL,

under the assumptions:

(Definition (IsSorted): 1) IsSorted@X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 2) ∀
a

IsSorted@a \ X\D,

(Definition (IsSorted): 3) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ XD fl a ≤ b ⇒ IsSorted@a \ Hb \ XLDL,

(Definition (concatenation): 1) ∀
X

HX\ ^ X := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 2) ∀
X

HX ^ X\ := XL,

(Definition (concatenation): 3) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha \ X ^ Y := a \HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (the smallest element4)) ∀
a,X,Y

Ha É Y fl a É X ⇒ a É HX ^ YLL,

(Proposition (§2)) ∀
a,b,X

Hb É X fl b ≤ a ⇒ b É a \ XL,

(Proposition (ineq of sort)) ∀
a,A

HIsSorted@a \ AD ⇒ a É AL,

(Proposition (ƒ fl §)) ∀
a,b,X

HIsSorted@b \ Ha \ XLD fl b ≤ a ⇒ b É XL,

(Proposition (ƒ sorting)) ∀
a,Z

HIsSorted@ZD fl a É Z ⇒ IsSorted@a \ ZDL.

We rewrite the formula (Proposition (reduced Problem2)) using  (Definition (concatenation): 3) and we obtain a new goal: 

(1) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

Ha \ HY1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL . 

We prove (1) by Induction on 8Y1, Y2<. 

1. Induction Step: We assume 

(2) IsSorted@a20 \ Y30D,
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(3) HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z20,

(4) IsSorted@Z20D,

(5) IsSorted@b20 \ Y40D,

(6) a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L ≈ Z30,

(7) IsSorted@Z30D,

 and find witness such that: 

(8) a20 \ HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z10
∗ Ï IsSorted@Z10

∗D .

 In order to prove  (8) by (6) using the witness 8Z10
*
Ø b20 \Z30< it suffices to prove: 

(9) IsSorted@b20 \ Z30D .

In order to prove (9), by (Proposition (ƒ sorting)) using substitution 8a Ø b20, Z Ø Z30<, it is sufficient to prove:

(10) IsSorted@Z30D fl b20 É Z30 .

The first conjunct of (10) is identical with our assumption (7) so our new goal is: 

(11) b20 É Z30 .

 In order to prove  (11) using (6) it suffices to prove: 

(12) b20 É a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L .

In order to prove (12), by (Proposition (§2)) using substitution 8bØ b20, a Ø a20, X Ø Y30 ^ Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(13) b20 É HY30 ^ Y40L fl b20 ≤ a20 .

In order to prove (13), by (Proposition (the smallest element4)) using substitution 8a Ø b20, X Ø Y30, Y Ø Y40<, it is 

sufficient to prove:

(14) b20 É Y40 fl b20 É Y30 fl b20 ≤ a20 .

In order to prove (14), by (Proposition (ineq of sort)) using substitution 8a Ø b20, AØ Y40<, it is sufficient to prove:

(15) IsSorted@b20 \Y40D fl b20 É Y30 fl b20 ≤ a20 .

The first conjunct of (15) is identical with our assumption (5) so our new goal is: 

(16) b20 É Y30 fl b20 ≤ a20 .

In order to prove (16), by (Proposition (ƒ fl §)) using substitution 8b Ø b20, X Ø Y30<, it is sufficient to prove:
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(49) IsSorted@b20 \Ha0
∗ \ Y30LD fl b20 ≤ a0

∗ fl b20 ≤ a20 .

In order to prove (49), by (Definition (IsSorted): 3) using substitution 8a Ø b20, b Ø a0
* , X Ø Y30<, it is sufficient to prove:

(50) IsSorted@a0
∗ \ Y30D fl b20 ≤ a0

∗ fl b20 ≤ a0
∗ fl b20 ≤ a20 .

In order to prove (50), by (2) using substitution 8a0
* Ø a20<, it is sufficient to prove:

(51) b20 ≤ a20 fl b20 ≤ a20 fl b20 ≤ a20 .

Because in conjunction we have a repeated goal, it is sufficient to prove: 

(52) b20 ≤ a20 fl b20 ≤ a20 .

Because in conjunction we have a repeated goal, it is sufficient to prove: 

(53) b20 ≤ a20 .

 When we reach a goal like (53) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

á
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Prove:

(Proposition (reduced Problem2)) ∀
a

b

Y1

Y2

IsSorted@a\Y1D

IsSorted@b\Y2D

∃
Z

HHa \ Y1 ^ b \ Y2L ≈ Z fl IsSorted@ZDL,

with no assumptions.

We prove (Proposition (reduced Problem2)) by Induction on 8Y1, Y2<. 

1. Induction Step: We assume 

(1) IsSorted@a20 \ Y30D,

(2) HY30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z20,

(3) IsSorted@Z20D,

(4) IsSorted@b20 \ Y40D,

(5) a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L ≈ Z30,

(6) IsSorted@Z30D,

 and find witness such that: 

(7) Ha20 \ Y30 ^ b20 \ Y40L ≈ Z1
0

∗ Ï IsSorted@Z1
0

∗D .

We transform the assumption (1) into: 

(8) a20 É Y30 and 

(9) IsSorted@Y30D . 

We transform the assumption (4) into: 

(10) b20 É Y40 and 

(11) IsSorted@Y40D . 

 Because the goal  (7) matches the assumption (5) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (7) by (5) using the witness 8Z10
*
Ø b20 \Z30< it suffices to prove: 
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(12) IsSorted@b20 \Z30D .

We transform our goal (12) into proving individualy: 

(13) IsSorted@Z30D .

Formula (13) is true because it is identical to (6).

(14) b20 É Z30 .

 Because the goal  (14) matches the assumption (5) we try two alternatives: 

Alternative proof 1: proved

 In order to prove  (14) using (5) it suffices to prove: 

(15) b20 É a20 \ HY30 ^ Y40L .

We split our goal (15) into:  

(16) b20 É Y40 fl b20 É Y30 fl b20 ≤ a20 . 

The first conjunct of (16) is identical with our assumption (10) so our new goal is: 

(17) b20 É Y30 fl b20 ≤ a20 .

In order to prove our special goal (17) by using the assumption (8) and by applying the reversed transitivity it is sufficient to 

prove: 

(18) b20 ≤ a20 . 

 When we reach a goal like (18) it becomes the conditional assumption on this branch! 

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (14).

Alternative proof 2: pending

Pending proof of (7).

á
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5 Related Work

In this section we point out some similar and different approaches between our
work (on the methods presented in this paper and case studies) and some meth-
ods for program synthesis from literature.

Program synthesis in computational logic is a well studied field, we can find
many methods for synthesizing algorithms in literature, for an overview of se-
veral approaches that have been investigated see [2], also a tutorial of program
synthesis in [14].

The “lazy thinking” method was introduced in [4] and it is implemented in
the Theorema system [6], see [5]. In this approach, a “program schemata” (the
structure of the solving term) is given to the synthesis procedure. In contrast,
in our approach this schemata is also discovered by the procedure, only the
inductive principle of the domain is given. Case studies on the synthesis of the
Merge-Sort algorithm using schema-based synthesis have been presented in [15],
[9]. Different sorting algorithms were developed depending on the details of the
proof in [10]. In contrast, our approach it better allows the automatization of
the synthesis process.

Constructive and deductive synthesis can be viewed from the same perspec-
tive because in both cases in the process of algorithm synthesis deduction is
used. In [7] the authors introduce some techniques for constructing induction
rules for deductive synthesis proofs. This techniques are based on a combina-
tion of “rippling”, see [8], and “middle-out reasoning”, see [13]. They start from
a specification (higher-order existentially quantified variable) and construct a
proof. At some proof steps the existential parts of the specification are replaced
with meta-variables which will be instantiated during the course of the synthe-
sis proof. This is similar with our approach, where we also use meta-variables
which we instantiate during the proof, but, in contrast, they focus on developing
induction schemes and we stay in first order logic and we focus on developing
proof techniques. And as soon as the witness is found in the proof we can extract
the algorithm from proof, see [1].

In this paper we extend the “cascade” principle that was investigated in [12],
see also [11], by introducing and automatizing new proof techniques for synthesis
of sorting algorithms.

6 Conclusions and Future work

In this paper we present some interesting proof techniques for automated rea-
soning on tuples in proof based synthesis. We describe the method that we use in
order to construct an inductive proof of the fact that for each input there exists
a sorted tuple. The existential variable from the goal becomes a metavariable
(witness) which we solve during the proof by applying some inference rules.

In the first type of proofs Prolog styling (back-chaining mechanism) in order
to prove the conjecture we use some definitions and some propositions from
the knowledge base and in some cases this way of constructing proofs it is not
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enough in order for the proof to succeed and in order to find a correct witness
term during the proof. So, we also present another way of proving by applying
some special inference rules (various specific prove-solve methods (equivalence
rules, inequality rules) introduced in order to overcome the search explosion by
eliminating the rules with alternatives) based on the properties of tuples. By
using this kind of special inference rules there is no need to use propositions and
definitions and we develop a solving mechanism for algorithm synthesis based
on a combination of backward and forward inferences which complements the
Prolog style reasoning.

We show on some concrete examples the automated process of constructing
proofs, synthesis and extraction of the algorithms from efficient proofs imple-
mented in the Theorema system (like e.g. Insertion-Sort, Insertion, Merge-Sort,
Merge) obtained by using different knowledge base and by applying a different
induction principle.

The main goal of our work is to improve the methods for program synthesis.
Besides the special proof techniques, this work also gives useful hints about
finding appropriate induction principles for tuples, as well as for building the
tuple theory (by constructing appropriate collections of properties which are
necessary for reasoning about sorting).

We plan to extend this work by investigating further algorithms in a similar
way (like e. g. selection sort, quick sort). By investigation of more and more
cases we can improve our prover to be more general and to be able to synthesize
and to extract a huge number of algorithms. The work can then proceed in the
direction of proving the correctness and the consistence of the prover.
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